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Editorial on the Research Topic

Using Landscape Simulation Models to Help Balance Conflicting Goals in Changing Forests

Forest ecosystems have long been affected by forestry practices and climate change will have
additional affects (Soja et al., 2007; Boulanger et al., 2017; Montoro Girona et al., 2018) on
the distribution of tree species (Iverson and Prasad, 1998) and on natural disturbance regimes
(Boulanger et al., 2014; Seidl et al., 2017; Navarro et al., 2018). As these effects will have strong
economic and ecological implications, there are strong incentives to adapt forestry practices to
mitigate anticipated negative effects of climate change, through for instance increasing uptake of
carbon by vegetation (Lal, 2004), tree species diversification (Hof et al., 2017), and minimizing tree
damage by natural disturbances (Noss, 2001; Montoro Girona et al., 2019; Lavoie et al., 2021). Such
adaptationsmay have uncertain effects on other ecosystem services provided by forests (Noss, 2001;
Hof and Hjältén, 2018). Thus, a good understanding of how forestry practices and climate change
may affect forest dynamics is required if we want to safeguard the ecosystem services that forests
provide and the biodiversity they host.

Landscape simulation models are useful tools to assess the effects of anthropogenic and natural
disturbances as well as that of climate change on forests. They are primarily used in forestry
management, but can also be valuable for other purposes (Xi et al., 2009). They provide valuable
information on possibilities for increased carbon sequestration (Scheller et al., 2011), effects of
bioenergy extraction (Hof et al., 2018), effectiveness of forest restoration practices (Hof andHjältén,
2018), and biodiversity (Cadieux et al., 2019, 2020). The 13 articles collected in this research topic
on “Using Landscape Simulation Models to Help Balance Conflicting Goals in Changing Forests”
give an overview of current work on the use of simulation and modeling techniques to better
understand the current and potential future effects of forestry practices and natural disturbances
on ecosystem services provided by forests, and how to balance conflicting goals. In this spirit,
Sturtevant and Fortin reviewed the recent progress in simulation and modeling techniques used to
integrate the effects of disturbances across scales. Gustafson et al. enhanced the PnET-Succession
of the forest landscape model LANDIS-II to allow simulation of waterlogged soils and their effects
on tree growth and competition. They tested how these modifications to the model alter the water
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balance and its effect on tree growth and competition, while
simulating species range expansion and contraction under
climate change across a latitudinal gradient in Siberia.

Several articles addressed the balance between biodiversity
conservation and resource extraction in forest landscapes.
Biber et al. simulated forest biodiversity, carbon sequestration,
and wood production for three combined climate and socio-
economic scenarios in ten European forest landscapes. The
projections revealed that there was generally no reduction
in outcomes for biodiversity indicators with an increase
in wood production and that net carbon uptake was not
strongly correlated with biodiversity. Furthermore, levels of
sustainable wood production varied widely across the landscapes.
This demonstrates the complexity of simulating impacts
of disturbances on forest ecosystem services across wide
scales and stresses the need for individual studies because
results cannot necessarily be transferred across time and
space. Haga et al. simulated scenarios of potential conflicts
between renewable energy and biodiversity conservation in
a watershed in north-eastern Japan in the face of climate
change. They showed that impacts of renewable energy
extraction on biodiversity can be large and that careful
planning is needed to balance decarbonization and biodiversity
conservation. Pearman-Gillman et al. used a combination of
species distribution models and landscape change models to
assess how landscape change scenarios built around natural
resource planning and socio-economic drivers affect wildlife
distributions in the forests of New England, USA. They found
that occurrence of most species declined under all scenarios,
which emphasizes the importance of integrating such landscape
change drivers to assess future suitability of an area for species.
Mikusinski et al. assessed habitat suitability for low and high
demanding forest specialist species in the network of high
conservation value forests in boreal Sweden strengthened by
older forests that have not been clear-felled in a long time.
They showed that by adding the older forests to the existing
conservation value forest network, substantial suitable area can
be gained for low demanding species whilst additional habitat
restoration is needed for high demanding species. Norris et al.
examined the cumulative effects of multiple disturbances on
future habitat for a near threatened songbird in Canada’s western
boreal forest by developing habitat suitability models and using
simulation models to project future change in habitat availability
under different management and fire regime scenarios. Their
results indicate that forest management needs to adapt if we are
to conserve specific birds. Micheletti et al. used a novel toolkit
built in R to forecast the combined direct and indirect effects of
climate pathways, including their interactions and feedbacks, on
birds in Canada. They found that, especially due to direct climate
effects, the amount of suitable habitat would increase in future
for 73% of species assessed. They suggest that hybrid approaches
using statistical models and landscape simulation tools could
improve forecasts of wildlife presence. Leston et al. projected how
boreal birds will respond to cumulative effects of harvest plans,
natural disturbances, conservation strategies, and energy-sector
development in Alberta, Canada. They evidenced that harvest
plans increased habitat for most species associated with forests

older than 50 years, but that fire generally reduced the relative
amount of habitat for these species. They conclude that multiple
anthropogenic impacts should be considered in conservation and
land use planning.

Other articles in the collection were focused on the balance
between the management of several natural resources. De Jager
et al. simulated the impacts of climate change and moose (Alces
alces) browsing rates on the forests of Isle Royale National Park,
USA. Their results suggest that the effects of current moose
population management may not be effective in future, because
moose may not be able to persist on the island any longer due
to decreasing productivity of the vegetation. Robinne et al. used
a conservation planning approach to compare nine scenarios
of retention harvesting in a boreal mixed wood forest, Canada.
Their findings allow assessments of trade-offs between timber
production and conservation goals. Lundholm et al. incorporated
ecosystem service indicators in a Forest Management Decision
Support System (Remsoft Woodstock) that can deal with climate
change and dynamic timber markets and analyzed the impact
that intensified forest management will have on such indicators in
the face of climate change in Ireland. The system they developed
can be applied to other forest landscapes across Europe, and
by stakeholders that use Remsoft Woodstock. Suárez-Muñoz
et al. give a step-by-step workflow to initialize and calibrate a
frequently used forest landscape model in a forest landscape in
the Mediterranean mountains in Europe and thoroughly test
model behavior. As such, this article may greatly benefit and
guide new users of such models.

This series of papers stresses the importance of combining
models and approaches to address current forest management
issues under climate change to maintain ecosystem services
provided by forests as well as conserve biodiversity. Despite
these developments, we can conclude that we still need to (1)
increase our understanding of how successional pathways will
be influenced by the sequence of disturbances and drivers, (2)
improve the accuracy and availability of parameters needed for
models, especially regarding natural disturbances at regional
scales, (3) develop new or enhance existing modeling tools
to be able to simulate e.g., the impact of other natural
disturbances, invasive species propagation, terrestrial and aquatic
interactions, understorey vegetation, (4) integrate or augment
interactions and feedback loops among ecological processes
(for example, annual vegetation changes to affect annual
wildfire forecasts, which in turn affect subsequent vegetation).
More multidisciplinary scientific collaboration is needed at an
international level to create a powerful and useful network
of ecological modelers able to include these methodological
challenges. Furthermore, collaboration between policymakers
and the scientific community is essential to transfer and apply
findings in climate change policies.
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